A NEW LUCAS PLAN

AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME?

WWW.LUCASPLAN.ORG.UK
FOR CLIMATE JOBS NOT BOMBS

The threats of MILITARISM, CLIMATE CHAOS and the DESTRUCTION OF JOBS BY AUTOMATION can all be met if we TAKE THE STEERING WHEEL and start driving changes forward ourselves.

JOIN THE MOVEMENT FOR A NEW LUCAS PLAN!

The Lucas Plan was the pioneering effort by workers at the arms company Lucas Aerospace to fight job losses by proposing alternative, socially useful applications of the company’s technology and their own skills.

ANOTHER ECONOMY IS POSSIBLE

The world is in crisis: neoliberalism has resulted in looming environmental/climate catastrophe, the rise of reactionary populist politics and the threat of robots taking our jobs. So, we need back to basics responses and positive visions that address the root cause of problems. The way the Lucas workers organised their collective power to save their jobs, by creating a vision of socially useful production, is such a response, which includes:

* Protecting livelihoods through conversion of harmful industries, including arms and fossil fuels, to socially and environmentally useful products
* Bottom-up planning of local and national economies
* Human centred technology, based on enhancing people’s skills, rather than automation.

The organisations which sponsored the 2016 conference on the Lucas Plan 40th anniversary are developing a new network for ‘another economy’, which can be the material basis for a free, socially just and sustainable society.

Visit www.lucasplan.org.uk to find out more or email info@breakingtheframe.org.uk

Conference Sponsored by: Breaking the Frame, RedPepper, PCS, Campaign Against Arms Trade, the Green Party, Million Climate Jobs Campaign, Scientists for Global Responsibility, UCU and others (see www.lucasplan.org.uk)